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DINNER FOR 
SCHMUCKS
BY MINDY FARABEE

Mayhem has 
broken out at 
DirecTV’s El Se-
gundo headquar-
ters.

On this mid-
June morning, 

the small production stu-
dio normally reserved for 
the satellite-TV provider’s 
sports-themed Red Zone 
channel has been tempo-

rarily transformed into a Westside L.A. 
restaurant, all violet lights, splashy red 
artwork and gleaming silver. At the mo-
ment, however, the whole place appears 

to be coming apart at the seams in a not 
entirely metaphorical way during the 
fi nal day of shooting for the fi rst season 
of Full Circle — the series TV debut of 

acerbic auteur Neil LaBute  — which 
winds down amid plot twists so jarring 
that precisely nothing more is allowed 
to be said.

Later, down a warrenlike hallway, 
executive producer Nick Hamm ducks 
into an editing bay to call up some less 
top–secret footage, and suddenly there’s 
David Boreanaz on-screen, revving into 
a rat-a-tat tirade that’s a world away 
from his bantering romantic lead on 
Bones.

Structured as a series of two-person 
scenes, all at the same Los Angeles res-
taurant, Full Circle’s 10-episode season, 
set to premiere Oct. 9 on DirecTV’s 
Audience network, rotates through 11 
lead actors, who are paired up to eat 
together in a kind of thespian chess 
match. Storylines are passed along the 
chain as each episode carries over one 
character from the previous installment, 
La Ronde–style, in a manner meant to 

tease out hidden connec-
tions between them.

Those with even 
a passing familiar-
ity with LaBute’s 
work will know to 
brace themselves 
for what’s coming. 
Boreanaz’s character, 
a provocative come-
dian named Jace, has 
made a homophobic 
joke under the guise 
of artistic freedom, 
which leads to tragic 
consequences once 
social media fans the 
fl ames. His self-ab-
sorbed agent, played 
by Julian McMahon 

(Nip/Tuck ), is 
embroiled in his 
own personal 
mess.

In another epi-
sode, Ally Sheedy  
plays a mother 
with a discom-
forting rapport 
with her teen son 
— and that’s not 
the only unset-
tling parent-child 
pairing in Full 

Circle. Eventually, someone dies in a 
plane crash, and ultimately all hell just 
kind of breaks lose. 

Gesturing brusquely at the 

          FALL 
TVPREVIEW

Our First-Ever, 
Network-Agnostic, 
Distribution-Neutral

Here in L.A., it’s hard to ignore the changes in how we watch television. Most of our Facebook friends have 
a Kickstarter for their web series. CBS goes blank on Time Warner Cable boxes —  but you can still watch 
full episodes of Under the Dome through Amazon Instant Video. Netfl ix’s “For Your Consideration” 
Emmy Awards billboards for House of Cards assault us as we’re stuck on Santa Monica Boulevard.

We know that online video may be the future — and that not all of it is worthy of our attention. That 
many new cable channels are starting, but it’s hard to know which will survive.

So for L.A. Weekly’s fall TV preview issue, we’ve kept an open mind, including shows from almost every delivery 
method, new and old: network, basic cable, pay cable, syndicated, satellite provider, user-generated video commu-
nity and top-down online media site. Each one, however, is of particular interest to L.A. readers, capturing an aspect 
of our city and the way we make entertainment. —Zachary Pincus-Roth

FULL 
CIRCLE

Oct. 9

David Boreanaz, left, and Julian McMahon
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monitor, Hamm, a fast-talking 
Brit, sums it up with a LaButean turn of 
phrase: “This ain’t your regular fucking 
network TV show.”

What the show wants to be is a com-
bination of theater and television, not 
unlike the two-person episodes of HBO’s 
In Treatment . 

“It harkens back to the days of live TV,” 
Hamm says. “It’s television unplugged, 
acting, directing unplugged. We take 
away the normal artifi ce, the subplots 
and car chases. ... A lot of TV is puff ed-up 
nonsense. If you invert the conventions 
of storytelling, you go back to the three 
basic elements: character, an inherently 
dramatic situation, and a great script.”

For DirecTV’s suits, these scripts sold 
them on the idea, but the show’s format 
sweetened the pot. Self-contained on one 
small soundstage, the entire production, 
from casting to shooting, was com-
pleted in two months, neatly sandwiched 
between the end of pilot season and the 
start of shooting for the fall’s shows. 

Working within such a compressed 
time frame — each actor had to be avail-
able for only about a week — allowed a 
host of familiar names to sign on to the 
project, including Minka Kelly (Friday 
Night Lights), Kate Walsh (Private Prac-
tice) and Cheyenne Jackson  (30 Rock).

“I read it, and was, like, Jesus, that’s 
quite a piece,” Boreanaz says. “I saw it 
as a piece that’s extremely challenging, 
that I’m afraid of, and something that 
will require a lot of hard work in order to 
go there.”

In addition to those caustic bon mots, 
the series revolves around familiar 
LaBute themes, such as human weak-
ness and big-picture morality. “Jace 
just represents this man who, God, he’s 
just so manically obsessed with his own 
self-righteous ego that just gets way out 
of control, and he just thinks he’s above 
it all, and he gets slammed down and 
becomes very humble in a very sad way,” 
Boreanaz says. 

The actor has been a fan of LaBute’s 
ever since meeting with the writer-
director in 2007 about possibly starring 
in a production of Fat Pig, the writer’s 
typically confrontational play about our 
poisonous obsession with appearances.

Primarily known as a home for critical 
favorites salvaged from other networks 
when their ratings were too low (as with 
Friday Night Lights and Damages) and 
unconventional foreign acquisitions 
(such as Hit and Miss, in which Chloë 
Sevigny stars as a transgendered hit 
woman), DirecTV has only recently 
begun creating its own original, scripted 
programming, which hasn’t drummed up 
the same good notices thus far. Its fi rst 
dramatic off ering, Rogue, the Thandie 
Newton cop drama also executive-pro-
duced by Hamm, which debuted earlier 
this year, was renewed while neverthe-
less failing to impress critics. The show 
has undergone some retooling for prepa-
ration for its return.

LaBute wasn’t granting interviews at 
press time, but teaming up with the often 
outré creator was a key part of senior 
VP Chris Long’s ambition to defi ne the 
DirecTV aesthetic.

“I think we put on a lot of edgy televi-
sion, and I think [Full Circle] is in line 
with that,” Long says. “You just have to 
be cognizant that you’re not being — gra-
tuitous is the word I would like to say.” 

FUNNY 
FACES
BY ANTHONY D’ALESSANDRO

An actor’s unique look can accentu-
ate any comic 
performance. On 
an August Sunday 
afternoon at a pri-

vate home in Sherman 
Oaks, Tim Kalpakis,  a 
member of sketch group 
the Birthday Boys, with a 
Dick Tracy–square jaw, 
is prepping a bit as a 60 

Minutes–type correspondent lecturing 
on “the contemporary family” for his 

gang’s new IFC show.
Kalpakis stops by a family photo of 

a group of denim-clad men. “What is 
family?” he asks. “Why, a family could be 
10 fathers.” He then proceeds to another 
photo. “A family can be a father, a mom 
and a son. But look closer, that man isn’t 
really a man, it’s a woman.” Eventually 
he ends on a photo of fellow performer 
Mike Mitchell  hugging a large piece of 
fruit. “Or a family can be a man, a water-
melon and a stack of magazines.”

Part of the money lies in Kalpakis’ 
convincingly Brian Williams–esque 
demeanor. Mitchell’s linebacker phy-
sique and cherubic grin are the cherry 
on the cake both in this sketch and the 
web short “Bad Murderer,” in which he 
plays a clumsy, stocking-masked stalker. 
A Liverpudlian hairdo serves Mike 
Hanford  well when he plays a busybody 
neighbor to Kevin McCallister in a Home 
Alone online spoof, “The Neighbor.”

The Birthday Boys’ distinguished 

mugs — and, of course, the brilliance 
of their vaudevillian high jinks — have 
solidifi ed the group as one of the ruling 
sketch teams at the Upright Citizens 
Brigade Theatre on Franklin Avenue. On 
Oct. 18, the septet, which also includes 
Jeff erson Dutton,  Dave Ferguson,  Matt 
Kowalick  and Chris VanArtsdalen, 
 moves from stage to tube to join a 
cable-TV sketch mini-renaissance that 
includes IFC’s Portlandia and Comedy 
Central’s Drunk History and Key & Peele. 

Since the Ithaca College friends (and 
University of Texas alum Kowalick) 
formed the Birthday Boys in 2007, the 
group has been a consistent sellout at 
UCB, often co-billed with its absurdist 
doppelgänger, A Kiss From Daddy.  Neil 
Campbell  and Paul Rust  from that group 
gave the Birthday Boys their start by in-
viting them to perform at the duo’s open-
mic UCB Friday show, Not Too Shabby. 
(The Boys have since cast members of A 

Kiss From Daddy as guests on their IFC 
show.)

“When we signed ourselves up to 
perform at Shabby, we would write 
seven names or write ‘Those guys from 
Ithaca,’#” Ferguson says. “At the end of 
the day, we wanted a name that evoked a 
silly, inclusive element.”

The Birthday Boys’ sketches and on-
line videos are reminiscent of absurdist 
theater or the Marx Brothers, though 
the guys point to the Kids in the Hall 
and The State as their idols. What sets 
the Boys apart is their mastery of UCB’s 
game philosophy — striking the funny 
core of a scene and continually height-
ening it — coupled with their twisted 
setups, e.g., inept police sketch artists, or 
a piece of crap vying for membership at 
a private Ivy League club.

Each of their IFC episodes builds a 
series of sketches around a theme, such 
as “Contemporary Family,” or creates 
two diff erent storylines that ultimately 

intertwine. “We want to say, ‘Here’s a 
story to follow that we’re going to check 
in on from diff erent angles,’#” Kowalick 
explains. “It all culminates in the end, so 
it’s a reward to the viewer.”

At UCB, the group caught the at-
tention of sketch revolutionary Bob 
Odenkirk,  co-creator of Mr. Show With 
Bob and David,  who has shepherded the 
IFC show as an executive producer (Ben 
Stiller’s Red Hour Films  also is execu-
tive-producing).

“There’s a shared sense of irony in 
their pieces,” Odenkirk observes. “That’s 
a rare thing to see in sketch groups. ... 
They can pitch each other ideas, edit 
together, and they aren’t at odds.”

After MADtv’s cancellation in 2008, 
sketch comedy beyond Saturday Night 
Live looked dead. But it has rebounded, 
thanks to its popularity online in places 
like YouTube and Funny or Die — lead-
ing to the wave of cable sketch shows 

that the Birthday Boys are riding, Oden-
kirk says. 

“This show is the web infl uencing TV 
now,” Odenkirk says. “The web has made 
people ‘sketch-smart.’ Young people 
have really grown to like the form more 
than they ever did. I think there’s a big-
ger audience for it: Watching it, doing 
it, trying to do it, writing it and taking 
classes in it. It’s actually grown because 
the web has made the form more ac-
cessible for people. For TV executives, 
there’s more of a feeling that sketch is a 
legit form.”

Odenkirk never pushed his Mr. Show 
sensibility, taking a more nurturing role, 
advising on the translation to TV and en-
couraging the Birthday Boys to explore 
beyond the game style. “They’re sillier 
and have less of an ax to grind than Mr. 
Show, which always took a critical, harsh 
look at culture and people,” Odenkirk 
says. “These guys aren’t that. They’re 
amused by everything.” 

THE 
BIRTHDAY 

BOYS
Oct. 18

The Birthday Boys with executive producer Bob Odenkirk, center
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YOU MAY NOW RESUME 
FIST-PUMPING
BY AMY NICHOLSON

It’s been 19 years since 
Arsenio Hall last barked at 
the camera, and the world 
has changed. Shoulder pads 
are passé (“Unless you play 
football, you can’t have 
them anymore,” Hall jokes), 
hip-hop is mainstream 
and, after our so-called fi rst 
black president, the country 
elected a real one — and 

didn’t even make him play saxophone, as 
Bill Clinton famously did on Hall’s show, for 
those of you born since then.

Hall thought he’d changed, too. He had 
a son, took a break from the party scene, 
and enjoyed having a life outside of the 
breakneck rhythms of late-night television. 
“You’re either reading somebody’s book or 
watching somebody’s movie,” he sighs. “I’d 
do things like, ‘Have my assistant check on 
my mom!’ I wanted to get away from that for 
a while.”

Then two summers ago, David Letter-
man invited Jay Z and Eminem to perform 
on the rooftop of the Ed Sullivan Theater . 
 Watching from home, Hall was envious. “It 
was literally the best thing I’d seen on late 
night in 10 years,” he gushes. “It made me 
want to come back — it reminded me of how 
I used to shake it up.” 

On Sept. 9, Hall returns to late night with 
a syndicated show overseen by CBS Televi-
sion Distribution, which will appear mainly 
on The  CW–affi  liated Tribune stations, 
including KTLA here in L.A. And he’s bring-
ing back the Dog Pound, the fi st-pumping 
audience members who even got Julia Rob-
erts barking in Pretty Woman. “But it will 
kind of manifest itself in a diff erent form,” 
he adds cryptically. 

One other big change? The Internet. 
When The Arsenio Hall Show launched 
in 1989, the host was forced to rely on the 
Paramount suits and their mysterious polls 

for feedback. “They’d come to me with 
everything from, ‘People don’t want you to 
have ripped jeans,’ to ‘They don’t like the 
open shirt,’ to ‘They don’t like when you say 
brother,’#” Hall says. Today, he can check 
out the conversation himself online. “I’m 
the guy that doesn’t like cocaine, but I love 
Twitter — I’m addicted.”

Hall is scheming on how to integrate 
Twitter into late night. His fi rst idea was the 
Tweet Seat, a special chair where he’d park a 
person from the studio crowd and ask them 
to live-tweet the show. But the three-hour 
time zone delay might spoil his surprises 
before they air on the West Coast, and Hall 
values secrecy as much as the producers of 
Breaking Bad do. For now, he’s somewhat 
content to designate a giant stand-up “A” 
next to the stage as his offi  cial Instagram 
photo op. 

As for his guests, Hall knows it’ll be hard 
to top his track record of pinpointing the 
next big thing. The unknowns he once 
introduced to the culture, like a teenage 
singer named Mariah Carey or soon-to-be 
superstar MC Hammer, have since made 
(and lost) millions. “He introduced himself 
to me as Stanley. That’s how long ago it 
was,” Hall says of meeting an unknown 
Hammer outside the Comedy Store in L.A. 

Hall is eager to seek out the next genera-
tion of artists, though he admits he doesn’t 
go club-hopping with his boys as much as 
he used to. (Talented? Tweet him a video.) 
But there are a few celebrity friends he’s de-
termined to get on the show: Prince, Jay Z 
and Beyoncé (“I’ll take the baby!” he begs), 
Jay Leno after his February retirement, plus 
a potential 2016 presidential candidate. 

“If Hillary would just stroll in front of me 
while I’m doing the monologue with a so-
prano sax in a pantsuit, I’m cool,” Hall grins. 
“I’d like her to sit in with the band. I truly 
mean sit in: Don’t play, don’t talk, don’t sing. 
Just sit on a stool with a saxophone.” 

A SINGLE WOMAN 
IN POSSESSION OF A 
TWITTER ACCOUNT
BY STEPHANIE CARRIE

Bernie Su  and Hank Green  captured the hearts, iPhones, 
Pinterest pages, Instagram accounts and GetGlue  music 
playlists of teens across America with their 2012 series 
The Lizzie Bennet  Diaries, which updated Pride and 
Prejudice to modern life through real-time transmedia 

storytelling. The series consisted of 9½ hours of content stretched 
over 160 videos on fi ve YouTube channels, plus 35 social media pro-
fi les. It earned more than 40 million views, in the process picking up a 
Streamy Award for comedy writing.

In addition to Lizzie’s weekly YouTube video diaries, which made up 
the meat of the series, viewers could follow all the characters on Twitter, Facebook and 
more, experiencing additional storylines by observing their interactions. Fans also 
could interact with the characters, who would respond to viewers’ tweets and posts.

Co-creator and show runner Su hired a transmedia producer, Jay Bushman,  to 
streamline these interactions. “He would go through the script and say, ‘Make sure 
you take an Instagram photo of that moment and that moment,’#” Su says. “Then he 
would release it in real time when the episodes aired.”

Su, Green and Bushman are using a similar approach for their new Jane Austen 
modernization, Emma Approved, which they plan to release in October.

Austen’s Emma focuses on the trouble caused by a wealthy 20-year-old when she 
decides to use her infl uence to become a matchmaker. While the 1995 fi lm Clueless 
famously updated the novel, the 2013 Emma will have far more technological tools 
at her disposal. And while Clueless’ Cher Horowitz  was a queen-bee high school girl, 
Emma Approved’s Emma is a mid-20s, Oprah-esque life coach and entrepreneur. The 
workplace comedy will focus on Emma and Alex, her business partner behind her 
lifestyle brand “Emma Approved,” which they promote through all the social media 
channels where we are used to consuming Martha Stewart, Gwyneth Paltrow and 
other advice givers.

In 19th-century England, reputation and infl uence spread at the speed of a letter or 
a horse-drawn carriage visit. Today they travel at the speed of a tweet or an unfl at-
tering Facebook tag. Su feels that the new Emma’s advice on how to manage those 
interactions to achieve love and success is a relatable take on the original character’s 
mission.

He’s probably right: The series’ blank YouTube page already has more than 6,100 
subscribers. The creative team announced the show at the YouTube convention Vid-
Con last month, and fans have already created their own personalized “Approved” 
stickers based on the show’s logo.

Digital studio Deca TV,  which came on as a producer of Lizzie Bennet after the 
fi rst three months the show aired, were happy to fund Su reinventing any classic for 
his next series, but Su only had eyes for Emma. “She’s an ‘ends-justify-the-means’ 
character with a heart of gold,” Su says. “What she perceives may be incorrect, but 
her intentions are genuine. Given that she’s so driven and has a lot of resources, she’s 
incredibly powerful. And in a connective world today, she has all these resources at 
her hand and [is] capable of everything.”

Now that’s someone you’d want to follow on YouTube. Or Twitter. Or Instagram#... 
—Stephanie Carrie

THE
 ARSENIO 

HALL SHOW
Sept. 9

EMMA 
APPROVED

October

Arsenio Hall 

The cast of The Lizzie Bennet Diaries, the 
previous Jane Austen modernization from 
producers Bernie Su and Hank Green
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CSI, ROBOT
BY AMANDA LEWIS

What will the Los Angeles 
Police Department look 
like in 35 years? According 
to Fox’s Almost Human, 
yet another hourlong sci-fi  

drama overseen by J.J. 
Abrams  (Alias, Fringe), 
crime will increase 400 
percent, and police 

offi  cers will partner with humanoid robots 
in order to defend the city.

The special eff ects envisioning Los 
Angeles in 2048 are breathtaking and 
delightfully detailed, especially for televi-
sion. But show runner J.H. Wyman  (Fringe) 
insists that Almost Human is more police 
procedural than foreboding dystopia, cit-
ing NYPD Blue as an inspiration. 

“I felt that I could understand the 
sacrifi ces that [the characters on NYPD 
Blue] were making,” Wyman says. “Look-
ing after my best interest, my family, my 
friends, the innocent people of the world, 
and that’s taking a toll on [them], and I’m 
interested in seeing that kind of mettle.”

To get an insider’s perspective, L.A. 
Weekly screened the pilot for Offi  cer 
James Ferrell, 48, who has served with 
LAPD for the past 16 years. A Southern 
California native, Ferrell commutes every 
day from Orange County to East L.A., 
where he is based out of the Hollenbeck 
Community Police Station.

While watching the show, he often cuts 
in to predict what a character might say or 
do next. He is often correct. “It’s just too 
cliché for me,” he says, arms folded over 
his chest in concentration. 

Ferrell looks exactly the way you’d want 
a cop to look: If you tried to knock him 
down, he wouldn’t budge. On-screen, Karl 
Urban,  playing protagonist John Kennex, 
looks less James Ferrell and more James 
Franco.

Ferrell scoff s when a suspect whose 
hands are cuff ed in front is allowed to go 
to the bathroom by himself. He says there 
are only two types of cop shows: those 
that get it right, like Southland, The 
Shield or The Wire, and those that rely on 
cheesy, unrealistic tropes every audience 
has seen before, like Almost Human. “It’s 
entertaining,” he says as soon as we fi n-
ish, “but you compare this to Southland? 
It’s nothing.” 

At one point during the pilot, Dorian 
(Michael Ealy),  the android partner as-
signed to Kennex, injects the blood of a 
dead man into his own neck, saying, “I 
just downloaded the information.” Fer-
rell admits having a mobile lab like that 
would be cool, but he wonders aloud how 
LAPD would be able to aff ord it. 

“I mean, come on. If they don’t have GPS 
systems in our cars [now], how could you 
even think that they would have this in 
the next 35 years?” he asks. Ferrell says 
some offi  cers have purchased GPS units 
with their own money, but many still use 
Thomas Guides. 

“It might be one of those, ‘Hey, let’s 
watch this program because I don’t want 
to think,’#” he says of the show. “But I can 
pretty much probably guarantee that if 
you showed 10 more offi  cers this, they’d 
say OK, it’s Robocop, it’s Blade Runner, 
it’s Minority Report, it’s Demolition Man 
with Sylvester Stallone, all kind of rolled 
up into one.”

Wyman acknowledges the infl uence of 
Blade Runner, which is set in a futuristic 
L.A. Executive producer Naren Shankar 
 adds, “You can’t talk about androids and ro-
bots without talking about Philip K. Dick,” 
 who wrote the fi lm’s source material.

Ultimately, Ferrell says he might have 
tuned in to the premiere of the show on 
Nov. 4 even if the Weekly hadn’t invited 
him over for a preview, but he isn’t inter-
ested in seeing what happens next. 

“I’ll put it this way,” he says, “it’s not go-
ing to last as long as Lost.” 

PLEASE 
PACK YOUR 
KNIVES, BRO
BY ALI TRACHTA

It began as a 
simple duel: two 
line cooks pit-
ted against one 

another for culinary brag-
ging rights in the kitchen 
of downtown L.A.’s the 
Gorbals. It was afterhours, 
ringmastered by chef and 

owner Ilan Hall. Sometimes Hall would 
compete for old times’ sake — he’d been 
participating in underground culinary 
dogfi ghts since his early years working in 
New York restaurants, and he won the sec-

ond season of Top Chef. Eventually, chefs 
from other restaurants started coming in 
to battle. Small masses gathered to watch. 
After a few drinks, a bit of smack talk and 
a serious display of skills, time was called, 
and incredible food hit the plates.

This was early 2010, but the format re-
mains the same in Knife Fight, a cooking-
competition show inspired by those 
battles. It premieres Sept. 24 on Esquire, 
a new network — rebranded from G4 by 
the well-known magazine — that hopes 
to capture a sophisticated male audience. 
Nearly every contestant is a celebrated 
L.A. chef, including Waterloo & City’s 
Brendan Collins , Le Ka’s David Feau , Ray’s 
Kris Morningstar and Superba Snack 
Bar’s Jason Neroni .

Cooking-competition shows have 
become increasingly outlandish as they 
attempt to outshine the others. There’s 
the unabashed Cutthroat Kitchen on the 
Food Network, in which contestants trip 
up opponents with unsavory ingredients 
or ridiculous utensils. Even the more 
traditional Top Chef Masters had its chefs 
skydiving for an extra hour of cooking 
time in its latest premiere. Sure, it’s dy-
namic and entertaining. But a distraction 
from the cuisine? Possibly.

Conversely, what sets Knife Fight apart 
is its simplicity. Save for a few secret 
ingredients that kick off  the bout, there 
are no curveballs. No stealing your op-
ponent’s proteins or prepping ingredients 
with a Swiss Army knife. There isn’t even 
a prize, other than winning the big cleaver 

over the little one. 
Instead, Knife Fight intends to swing 

the pendulum back to good food, and the 
good mojo that surrounds it. As Hall puts 
it, “We’re not creating a fake situation. 
We’re not producing drama. We’re just 
throwing a party and having two really 
talented people with really high-quality 
ingredients go against each other.”

Matt Hanna, Esquire Network’s head of 
original programming, says of Knife Fight, 
“At the end of the day, it’s about hanging 
with your friends and doing what you love.” 

That philosophy also applies to some of 
the channel’s other shows, such as Brew 
Dogs, about traveling craft-beer crusad-
ers, and Boundless, which follows pals 
obsessed with going to physical extremes.

The channel’s guy-centric brand seems 
to fi t with the show’s gregariousness and 
lack of frills. “It’s a manly show,” Hall 
says, although that doesn’t mean it’s a 
boys club. 

Drew Barrymore is an executive 
producer, and she says that right away Es-
quire made sense as a home for the show. 
“I thought about the history of what that 
magazine, and name, and brand is,” she 
says, “and it has that classic, gentlemanly 
aspect.” However, she says the show is a 
little “down and dirty” and “brawlier.” She 
adds, “There’s a lack of preciousness with 
this cooking show, and I think that’s the 
thing that makes it more masculine.”

Still, Hall is quick to say, the show 
doesn’t ignore women, as it features chefs 
such as Nyesha Arrington , formerly of 
Wilshire. “Some of our best competitors 
on the show were women.”

NEW CABLE CHANNELS: THE QUICK GUIDE

FXX: FX’s awkward, 18-to-34-year-old stepson, featuring the network’s time-tested comedies Th e 
League and It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia.

Pivot: Socially conscious Participant Media’s (An Inconvenient Truth) bid to engage millennials with 
shows from the likes of Meghan McCain and Joseph Gordon-Levitt.

Esquire: Th ings that defi ne the 21st-century gentleman: craft  breweries, extreme sports, horse 
racing and sitcoms starring Adam Scott.

FoxSports1: Fox’s version of ESPN, with Regis Philbin. Sister channel Fox Sports 2 will broadcast 
internationally focused sports such as Australian-rules football, soccer and rugby.

Fusion: ABC and Univision’s joint 24-hour news network, airing English-language content aimed 
at younger, bilingual Latinos.

Revolt TV: Sean “Diddy” Combs’ youth-oriented (notice a trend?) music and culture channel.
Th e Surf Channel: Founded by Steve Bellamy, who created the Tennis Channel and the Ski Channel.
Al Jazeera America: An attempt to cover breaking news objectively, with funding from Qatar’s 

royal family.
—Amanda Lewis

KNIFE FIGHT
Sept. 24

ALMOST 
HUMAN

Nov. 4

Ilan Hall, chef-owner of the Gorbals

Michael Ealy as an android cop
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THE 
SCIENCE 
OF NIPPLE 
WIRES
BY AMY NICHOLSON

In 1957, the 
same year 
that The Ed 
Sullivan Show 

refused to shoot Elvis 
below the waist, a gyne-
cologist and a former 
nightclub singer began 
hooking strangers up to 

electrodes and asking them to fuck in the 
name of science. The research team of Dr. 
William Masters and Virginia Johnson 
— better known as simply Masters and 
Johnson — would revolutionize sex before 
the ’60s’ sexual revolution. And unlike Dr. 
Alfred Kinsey, who based his books on 
interviews, they wanted to watch.

Six decades later, their methods still 
shock. So, too, does their personal life, 
which included a handshake agreement 
that they couple up themselves to pre-
emptively defuse the erotic tension — a 
solution that didn’t thrill Masters’ wife. 

Channel-surf past Showtime’s historical 
bio-series Masters of Sex and it looks like 
Mad Men erotica. But stop and sink into 
the fi rst few episodes and you’ll see it’s a 
smart, cold and cutting dissection of at-
traction and ambition with a unique sense 
of humor. When Masters (Michael Sheen) 
and Johnson (Lizzy Caplan) fi rst unleash 
a high-tech, camera-implanted vibrator 
dubbed Ulysses, he soothes their nervous 
subject by saying, “Just think of yourself 
as Sir Edmund Hillary  leaving base camp.”

“They started their careers as outcasts,” 
explains creator Michelle Ashford, who 
works out of the show’s writers offi  ces 

on the Sony lot in Culver City. Early 
on, Masters is forced to relocate their 
laboratory to a brothel, while Johnson, a 
twice-divorced mother of two, nearly gets 
fi red for giving a blow job to the wrong 
doctor. “Even today, she’d be considered 
an incredibly self-possessed women,” 
Ashford notes. “She wasn’t fussy about 
this at all. She simply had some weird 
schism between sex and love.”

Fittingly, the show isn’t a cheery piece 
of retro pop. “This is nonfi ction,” Ashford 
insists. “It’s not bright and shiny. We’re 
not very interested in the stylistic details 
in the era. Our show is really about these 

two strange and subversive and compel-
ling people.”

Truth is tough. Not only did Masters 
of Sex commit to replicating exactly the 
dirty duo’s experiments, nipple wires and 
all, but it also had to make sure the nudity 
was period-appropriate: no fake breasts, 
no plastic lips, no gym bunnies. “Try fi nd-
ing an actress who doesn’t have pencil-
thin toned arms,” Ashford groans.

Between the year Masters and Johnson 
began their research and the publica-
tion of their fi rst book, Human Sexual 
Response, in 1966, the pair witnessed 
more than 10,000 orgasms. Did the good-

looking lab partners manage to avoid the 
awkwardness of “transferring all of this 
libidinous energy,” as the buttoned-up 
and bow-tied Masters calls their agreed-
upon offi  ce aff air? Not even close — they 
eventually got married. 

Will the Masters of Sex creative team 
also falls sway to the 24/7 sexual tension?

“The discussions that would happen in 
the writers room were so jaw-dropping,” 
Ashford laughs. “Everyone goes, ‘Wow! 
Everyone you guys come home to must 
be benefi ting from this!’ But of course, 
we run a TV show, and all we really do is 
get tired.” 

CELEBRITY 
FORMER 
CELEBRITY 
ASSISTANTS, 
SHARING AN 
ASSISTANT
BY AMY NICHOLSON

Cheryl Hines  and 
Rachael Harris  are 
best friends. However, 

Cheryl Hines and Rachael 
Harris — the exaggera-
tions they play on their 
new Yahoo! online sitcom, 
We Need Help — are more 
like best frenemies, two 

Hollywood divas who compete for work, 
kvetch over organic yogurt and fi ght for 
the attention of their shared personal as-
sistant, Max. In episode one, despite Har-
ris’ insistence that Max help her combat 
an infestation of silverfi sh, Hines steals 
him away to affi  x her merkin. 

“They’re not-that-fl attering versions of 
ourselves,” Hines admits. “There’s a bit of 

rivalry between us that doesn’t exist.” A 
nervous pause. “Um ... right, Rachael?”

The two comedians are determined to 
scrape off  the glamour and vanity and 
expose their worst sides. So much so that 
when their executive producer assured 
them of a fantastic hair and makeup team, 
they panicked. 

“Both Cheryl and I were, like, ‘No no no! 
We don’t want to look beautiful! We want 
to look real!’#” Harris says. 

For an on-camera hot tub scene, she even 
braves a bathing suit. “I was mortifi ed that 
I really looked harsh, but that’s the way that 

it would be — and it’s funnier.”
Hines and Harris have earned the 

right to call the shots. Before Curb Your 
Enthusiasm and Reno 911!, respectively, 
made them stars, they slaved at the very 
bottom of the Hollywood ladder: celebrity 
assistants. Hines worked for Rob Reiner, 
Harris for Roy Scheider. 

“We’ve both had experience living in 
people’s homes when you weren’t really 
part of the family, but you know them inti-
mately — and you wish you didn’t,” Harris 
says. “When I was watching Scheider’s 
2-year-old, he was in his 60s. I would tell 

people he took a nap at 4, and they would 
say, ‘The baby?’ and I would say, ‘No, Roy.’#” 

Both struggling actresses swore that 
when they hit it big, they’d be much nicer 
to their help.

Harris meant it. She’s currently in an ago-
nizing stalemate with a bad housekeeper 
she cannot bring herself to fi re. “My friends 
and my boyfriend are, like, ‘She’s horrible,’ 
and I’m, like, ‘But I love her!’#” she sighs. 

But Hines didn’t. She’s made her assis-
tant run lines with her while Hines jogged 
on a treadmill with her thighs wrapped in 
Saran wrap. “I was hoping to sweat some 
inches off ,” she explains, “and I trusted her 
not to tell people.” 

Another assistant, a would-be comedian 
named Max Loeb, was fi red for taking a 
nap on her couch and making a fuming 
Hines late to the set.

Still, Hines didn’t forget about hapless 
Max. When We Need Help needed some-
one to play the would-be comedian and 
her and Harris’ assistant, she gave Max a 
call — and a lecture about punctuality.

“The show really does cross over into 
reality,” Hines says. “There are lots of sto-
rylines that we’ve collected from real life 
that are hilarious and sometimes painfully 
hard to watch.”

As for Max, Hines beams, “He makes 
a much better actor than he does an as-
sistant.”

WE NEED 
HELP

Sept. 9

MASTERS 
OF SEX

Sept. 29

Cheryl Hines, left, and Rachael Harris with Max Loeb, who plays their assistant

Lizzy Caplan as Virginia Johnson and Michael Sheen as William Masters


